
MOSCOW SERVICES 

MOSCOW, RUSSIA
Prices available upon request

MOSCOW PRIVATE SIGHTSEEING
Private tours with hotel pick-up ✳ Entrance fees not included

Tour Descriptions

Historical City Tour Half day
Driver & Professional Guide
If you want to explore Moscow, you should start from the very center, which 
is Red Square, see all sites nearby such as Kremlin and its main Spasskaya 
tower with the huge clock in the middle; St. Basil Cathedral and the G.U.M 
department store covering most of the east side of the Red Square. You 
should visit Vorobievy (Sparrow) Hills and admire magnificent birds’
eye view of Moscow.

Kremlin Territory, Cathedrals & Armory Chamber Half day
Driver & Professional Guide
The Moscow Kremlin is a symbol of Russia and one of the largest archi-
tectural productions in the world. It has one of the richest treasuries of 
historical relics and monuments of culture and art. The Armory Chamber, a 
treasure-house, displays precious items preserved in the tsars’ treasury and 
the Patriarch’s vestry, including exhibits made in the Kremlin’s workshops as 
well as ambassadorial gifts. Among other things one can find: ancient state
regalia, ceremonial tsar’s vestments and coronation dress, vestments of 
the Russian Orthodox Church’s hierarchs, the largest collection of gold and 
silverware by Russian craftsmen etc.

St. Basel Cathedral & Red Square Half day
Driver & Professional Guide
Red Square remains, as it has been for centuries, the heart and soul of 
Russia. Few places in the world bear the weight of history to the extent that 
Moscow’s central square does. From the 16th Century St. Basil’s Cathe-
dral - one of the most famous pieces of architecture in the world - to the 
constructivist pyramid of Lenin’s Mausoleum, Red Square is rich in symbols 
of Russia’s turbulent and intriguing past. Every capital has a well-known 
landmark making it easily recognizable. In Moscow, the Cathedral of the 
Protecting Veil of the Mother of God, better known as the Cathedral of St. 
Vasily the Blessed (or St. Basil Cathedral, as it is often called in English), 
standing in Red Square is such a landmark.

The Tretyakov Art Gallery Half day
Driver & Professional Guide
The State Tretyakov Gallery is the national treasury of Russian fine art and 
one of the greatest museums in the world. It was first opened as a private 
museum in 1874. The museum consists entirely of Russian art by Russian 
artists. Founded in 1856, today it is comprised of more than 130,000 icons, 
paintings, sculptures and graphics ranging from the 11th to the early 20th 
century and modern art.

Pushkin Museum of Fine Arts Half day
Driver & Professional Guide
The Pushkin Museum of Fine Arts is located in the old part of Moscow, near 
the Kremlin, on Volkhonka Street. It was established in the late 19th century 
using pieces from the collections of the Cabinet of Fine Arts and Antiquities 
in the Moscow University. Today, the museum comprises about 5 000 paint-
ings, 350 000 drawings and engravings, 100 000 coins and medals as well 
as numerous sculptures, manuscripts and other art objects. The permanent
exhibition includes three main sections: the classics of Ancient Egypt, 
Greece, Rome, Italy and the Northern Black Sea Coast; famous medieval 
and renaissance sculptures and works of Western European painting and 
sculpture dating back from the Middle Ages to the present time.

PRIVATE WALKING TOUR HOTEL PICK-UP
Entrance fees not included

Tour Descriptions

Red Square, Christ the Saviour Cathedral & Arbat Street Half day
Red Square remains, as it has been for centuries, the heart and soul of 
Russia. Few places in the world bear the weight of history to the extent that 
Moscow’s central square does. Saint Saviour Cathedral situated on the left 
bank of the Moskva River on the site of the former Alexeyev Monastery, the 
cathedral of Our Christ the Saviour was founded in 1839 and its construction 
went on for 40 years. Arbat is pedestrian street in the center of Moscow. In 
the 19th century Arbat was a favorite neighborhood for Moscow`s nobility 
and creative intelligentsia, it was believed to number one noble for every sev-
en ordinary residents. Over the years the street has developed into one of the 
most popular places in Moscow, you may meet here dancers, street artists,
Krishna supporters, get into multiple smart clothes and souvenir shops, 
cafes, cultural centers, etc.

Red Square and Boat Tour Half day
Red Square remains, as it has been for centuries, the heart and soul of 
Russia. Few places in the world bear the weight of history to the extent that 
Moscow’s central square does. From the 16th Century St. Basil’s Cathedral - 
one of the most famous pieces of architecture in the world - to the construc-
tivist pyramid of Lenin’s Mausoleum, Red Square is rich in symbols of
Russia’s turbulent and intriguing past. One of the best ways to explore Mos-
cow is by boat. While Moscow is not known for it’s waterways, the Moscow 
River intersects the heart of the city. During the summer you can take a boat 
excursion from one end of the city to the other and along the way see some 
really stunning sights.

Moscow

Private Transfers

Destination

Airport → Hotel

Hotel → Airport

Rail Station → Hotel

Hotel → Rail Station Moscow


